4. CENTRO PAUL y LUKE MORROW.
Thank God we were able to finish the center bearing the name of Paul and
Luke Morrow, which is similar to the design of B ishop Kellogg Center,
which consists of 13 bedrooms, dining room and meeting room. The same
could build thanks to the generous donations received via the DDG, from
David Morrow and his family. A mission group of the Diocese of Georgia,
was the first to use the center, which made a positive evaluation of the
place and the attention received by the staff of the Center, headed by
Leonel D. Polanco, with the only exception that water heaters in the
bathrooms did not have the necessary capacity, so they proceeded to give
instructions so that they are replaced by others who have the required
capacity ..

5. PRIORITY LIST.
At the request of Bill Kunkle, here is a list of top priorities we have in the
diocese, which has been adding others. We hope that in the course of the
next three years, we see achieved much of those tasks.
Meanwhile, in this year we are confident to see completed or well
underway, construction of Churches Espiritu Consolador in Dajabon and
Espfritu Santo in Las Carreras; and start the temple of San Timoteo in
Nizao, if the UTO approves the application it has been made; We also
hope to start the Temple Monte Si6n in La Altagracia neighborhood,
Andres Boca Chica. Similarly wish to see completed and equipped, the first
level of the building school in the Mission Santa Ana de Mendoza and the
Vocacional School in Santa Fe and the first of the three bedrooms in
Bishop Skilton Center.

6.

DEVELOPMENT GROUP OF THE IX PROVINCE.

Seeing as how successful has been the DOG, the Council of Province IX of
the Episcopal Church passed a resolution, with the aim of organizing a
Provincial Development Group, which will work with each of the dioceses
of Province IX who decide to take the step to establish a group of
diocesan development. To this end, has been asked Bob Stevens to advise
and serve as Director of the GDP, who voluntary accepted to contribute to
the organization and management of the same. In that sense, he has been
working. It is expected that Bishop Bill Skilton and Bill Kunkle, indeed us,
work together as part of the Board of the GDP. In my capacity as president
of Province IX, I am also working with the creation of the group.

